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Build Awesome Command-Line Applications in Ruby 2: Control Your Computer, Simplify Your LifePragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	Speak directly to your system. With its simple commands, flags, and parameters, a well-formed command-line application is the quickest way to automate a backup, a build, or a deployment and simplify your life. With this book, you'll learn specific ways to write command-line applications that are easy to use, deploy, and maintain, using a...
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IT Security Risk Control Management: An Audit Preparation PlanApress, 2016

	Follow step-by-step guidance to craft a successful security program. You will identify with the paradoxes of information security and discover handy tools that hook security controls into business processes.


	Information security is more than configuring firewalls, removing viruses, hacking machines, or setting passwords. Creating...
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Hierarchical Bayesian Optimization Algorithm: Toward a New Generation of Evolutionary AlgorithmsSpringer, 2005
This book provides a framework for the design of competent optimization techniques by combining advanced evolutionary algorithms with state-of-the-art machine learning techniques. The primary focus of the book is on two algorithms that replace traditional variation operators of evolutionary algorithms, by learning and sampling Bayesian networks:...
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The Art and Science of CSSSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2007
In the early days of CSS, many web designers associated it with boring, square boxes and thin borders. “CSS is ugly!” they would cry. It took projects such as CSS Edge1 and CSS Zen Garden2 to show the web design world that not only could CSS designs achieve the same aesthetic qualities of their table-based ancestors, but, furthermore,...
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Mastering Joomla! 1.5 Extension and Framework DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2010

	Joomla! is one of the world's top open source content management systems, which enables you to build websites and powerful online applications. Out of the box, Joomla! does a great job of managing the content needed to enhance the functionality of your website. But for many people, the true power of Joomla! lies in its application...
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System Center Service Manager 2010 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2011

	Service Manager 2010 is without a doubt the most customizable and extensible product in
	the System Center suite. The ability to customize and extend the product is enabled by
	the common technology platform born in Operations Manager that now underlies other
	Microsoft products such as System Center Essentials, Windows InTune, Virtual...
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Developing Microsoft .NET Controls with Microsoft Visual Basic .NETMicrosoft Press, 2003
Every click on a menu item or a dialog box—every interaction with a control—shapes the user’s experience and satisfaction with your software. Learn how to maximize the usability and impact of your Visual Basic .NET-based solutions by using the powerful intrinsic controls in the .NET Framework right out of the box—or by...
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Introduction to Microdisplays (Wiley Series in Display Technology)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
Microdisplays are tiny, high-resolution electronic displays, designed for use in magnifying optical systems such as HDTV projectors and near-eye personal viewers. As a result of research and development into this field, Microdisplays are   incorporated in a variety of visual electronics, notably new 3G portable communications devices,...
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Microsoft SharePoint 2010 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2010

	Using Microsoft SharePoint 2010 technologies, organizations can bring together, utilize, and collaborate with information from virtually any source. Microsoft SharePoint 2010 Unleashed is the most complete, practical resource for all administrators, managers, architects, users, and power users who want to make the...
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Getting Started with BeagleBone: Linux-Powered Electronic Projects With Python and JavaScriptMaker Media, Inc, 2013

	Many people think of Linux as a computer operating system, running on users' desktops and powering servers. But Linux can also be found inside many consumer electronics devices. Whether they're the brains of a cell phone, cable box, or exercise bike, embedded Linux systems blur the distinction between computer and device.
...
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PIC Microcontrollers: 50 Projects for Beginners & ExpertsElektor Electronics, 2008

	This book covers a series of exciting and

	sensor, radar, a night buzzer, a clock, a VU

	poetry box.





	You can use it as projects book and build

	clear explanations, schematics, and picture!

	fun activity.





	You can also use it as a study guide. Tl

	project explains why the project is set up...
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Flash ActionScript: Your Visual Blueprint for Creating Flash-enhanced Web SitesVisual, 2002
Your visual blueprint for creating Flash-enhanced Web sites
     Plus sample graphics, a searchable e-version of the book, and more     

Welcome to the only guidebook series that takes a visual approach to professional-level computer topics. Open the book and you’ll discover step-by-step screen shots that demonstrate over 130...
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